
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
 RUNWAY SWEEPER CASSETTE SECTIONS

CAUTION!  Never mix boxes of cassettes from one set with another.  Each set is 
tailored as a set and it is critical  that they be stored and used as individual sets.

All United Rotary Brush Corporation’s Runway Sweeper Cassette Sections are guaranteed for 
quality material and workmanship.  This warranty is void upon improper installation or use.  If you 
have any questions or need assistance please contact us. 

Check the box labels to determine if all sections are the same length or two different lengths.

For broom cores with an even number of rows (16, 18 or 28 row cores)
All Poly or all Wire brooms that have mixed length sections:  The first row should start with long 
sections ending with one shorter section.  The second row should start with one short section and 
end with long sections.  Keep this alternating pattern going until the broom is full.  Alternating this 
pattern is required to provide a balanced broom.

Long  Long  Long  Long  Long  Short
Short  Long  Long  Long  Long  Long

All Poly or all Wire brooms that have same length sections:  Load one section after the other 
until row is full then proceed to the next row and fill it the same way.

Same  Same   Same  Same  Same
Same  Same   Same  Same  Same

All Poly/Wire brooms that have mixed length sections: The first row should start with  long sec-
tions ending with one shorter section.  The second row should start with one short section and 
end with long sections.  Keep this alternating pattern going until the broom is full.   Each row must 
alternate from first row poly to second row wire and so on.  This alternating pattern is required to 
provide a balanced broom.   Use the mixed length pattern shown above.

All Poly/Wire brooms that have same length sections:  Load the first row with one poly section 
after the other until row is full. Proceed to the next row and fill it the same way using only wire.  
This alternating pattern is required to provide a balanced broom.   

Poly  Poly  Poly  Poly  Poly
Wire  Wire  Wire  Wire  Wire

All broom cores with odd number of rows (21 row cores)
Fill as indicated above with the only difference being that you fill the first row with poly then sec-
ond and third rows with wire then fourth with poly and so on.  This alternating pattern is required 
to provide a balanced broom.   

Poly  Poly  Poly  Poly  Poly  Poly
Wire  Wire  Wire  Wire  Wire  Wire
Wire  Wire  Wire  Wire  Wire  Wire
Poly  Poly  Poly  Poly  Poly  Poly
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